The given article deals with the problem of creation of compressed text. This problem is topical in modern researches, because the growing quantity of information makes people present this information in maximum compressed form. The problem of compressed texts is considered in papers of many contemporary linguists, however, from our point of view, this
The problem and its relevance formulation. In this article the problem of the compressed text construction is generally regarded. This problem is among urgent researches, as the increasing volume of information compels us to use different ways of this information presentation in a maximally brief kind. The problem of the compressed text is investigated in papers of many contemporary linguists, however, in our view, such aspect of problem as compressed text inside a textbook, deserves the special attention.

The purpose of this article is systematization of methods of textbook conciseness achievement. As the notion "The compressed text" (CT) we understand a message, objectivised as any other message in writing, constructed with the reduction of more complete text variant or created as originally short, which can be if necessary developed in future in more complete text [4].

Exposition of basic material. Compressed text possesses an enhanceable informing saturation as compared to a primary complete variant that is achieved due to the use of various obligatory and optional facilities of all levels of language. ..
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Conclusions and prospects of further research. Thus, we can draw the conclusion that linguistic facilities of compression achievement, in spite of the originality, operate together, and each of them brings in a certain contribution to creation of this or that CT.

The prospect of further research concerns the application of our paper theoretical positions to the study of English textbooks.
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